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The evolutionary origin of spliceosomal introns
remains elusive. The startling success of a new way
of predicting intron sites suggests that the splicing
machinery determines where introns are added to
genes.
Two major issues dominate the debate over the origin
and evolution of the spliceosomal introns of eukaryotic
protein-coding genes: the time  —‘early’ versus ‘late’—
at which introns became a prominent feature of gene
organization, and the extent to which the putative ben-
efits of introns justify their existence and account for
their features. Before 1990, it had become a textbook
dogma that introns were retained from a primordial
RNA world in order to speed evolution by exon shuffling
[1]. Serious disagreement in the literature erupted in
1990, with a prominent dispute over claims of pervasive
exon shuffling [2], followed by disputes over the corre-
spondence of exons to protein domains, ancient shared
introns, intron ‘sliding’, and more recently, introns in
organelle-derived nuclear genes [3] and the possibility
of preferred sites for intron gain [4].
Predicting Intron Sites from Splicing Experiments
Work by Sadusky et al. [5], published recently in
Current Biology, promises to stimulate a closer look at
the pattern and process of intron gain. Remarkably,
these authors devised an experimental method to
predict where introns will be found in a gene family
(Figure 1). For each of ten introns in a set of three actin
genes (from human, Arabidopsis, and Physarum), the
authors knocked out the original ‘donor’ splice junction
at the 5’-end of the intron and examined the in vivo
splicing of the resulting mutant gene. Notably, the splic-
ing machinery finds new ways to splice the mutant tran-
scripts, often making use of a cryptic splice junction
(Figure 1). Seven of the nine junctions identified in this
manner coincide in location with a known intron in one
of the other actin genes. The probability of this being a
coincidence is 1 in 35 million. Furthermore, as the
authors relied on a slightly out of date compilation of
intron data, there is an 8th match: the cryptic splice site
at position 17–1 matches an intron site in a Pneumo-
cystis carinii actin gene [6]. Thus, the revised probabil-
ity of coincidence is an astounding 1 in 3 billion.
Sites of Intron Gain or Sites of Intron Loss?
For the cryptic splice sites identified (seven donor and
two acceptor sites), the preferred nucleotides are
A5G8|G8T6, where the subscript indicates how many
times the nucleotide appears and the ‘|’ indicates the
exon-intron or intron-exon boundary. This same AG|GT
motif also represents the most frequent nucleotides in
naturally occurring exon-intron (donor) and intron-exon
(acceptor) junctions in most eukaryotic organisms.
While these nucleotide preferences are weak on the
exonic side, they are strong on the intronic side, such
that 95% of all spliceosomal introns begin with GT and
end with AG. In addition, results from several gene fam-
ilies [5,7] suggest that AG|GT is a preferred context for
intron gain. Indeed, Dibb and Newman were the first to
present a substantive case for this interpretation [7].
Thus, the method works because actin genes are
sufficiently similar that finding AGGT-like cryptic splice
sites in one gene is effectively a method of predicting
AGGT-like intron gain sites in the gene family as a
whole. One might object that this ‘intron gain site’
interpretation ignores the possibility of intron loss. The
AG|GT sites that are occupied by an intron in one gene,
but not in another, might be sites of intron gain in the
first gene, or sites of intron loss in the second. This
‘intron loss site’ interpretation, though intuitively unap-
pealing, is nonetheless difficult to exclude without sys-
tematically analyzing a probabilistic model of the
inheritance, loss and gain of introns.
Exactly this kind of analysis has been done recently
[8]. The results reveal that most introns are gained, with
gain favoring ‘mAGGt’ contexts (‘m’ can be A or C, and
the upper-case letter indicates a stronger preference).
Taking preferential intron gain as a given, we may ask
what its causes and consequences are. Below I will
focus on the causes of preferential gain and ignore the
consequences, some of which are addressed else-
where [4,9].
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Mechanisms of Targeted Intron Gain
Four types of models of intron gain are consistent with
a preference for AG|GT-like contexts (Figure 2), given
the supposition that this context tends to enhance
splicing. Only one type of model can be excluded. The
‘reassignment model’ (Figure 2, model A) implies that
the exonic parts of a gene shrink as the gene accumu-
lates introns, which is not the case: intron number
increases with the length of exons [10,11]. In principle,
computer searches of introns against a genome
sequence could uncover homologies that implicate
either the ‘endogenous duplication model’ of Dibb [12]
(Figure 2D) or the insertional models (Figure 2B,C). So
far, such searches have failed [13]. However, homology
searches involving non-coding sequences are difficult,
and unless a pervasive pattern is uncovered, even the
apparently successful outcome of detecting the
homolog of an intron is not a magic bullet that solves
the evolutionary problem of its origin. If it were, the
problem would be solved already, because there is an
example of a clear intron gain by insertion: a variant of
the Dissociation transposon family that carries its own
splice signals inserted into the maize sh2 gene [14].
Though this observation is beyond doubt, it does not
resolve the issue of which mechanism is responsible for
the great mass of introns gained in the last one or two
billion years in diverse eukaryotic genomes.
Resolving this issue will require examination of other
implications of more specific mechanistic hypotheses.
For example, let us consider a specific case of the tar-
geted insertion model, namely the possibility that
spliceosomal intron mobility, by analogy with group II
introns [15], is initiated by reverse-splicing of an intron
into a novel site. If this process is completed by recom-
bination with the parent locus of a reverse-transcribed
cDNA that contains the novel intron, one expects a tax-
onomic difference in the rates of intron gain, as in fungi
a piece of modified DNA typically recombines homolo-
gously with the parent locus, whereas in mammalian
cells a piece of modified DNA typically inserts ectopi-
cally, leaving the parent locus unchanged. Furthermore,
as reverse transcription is highly processive, the gain of
a short intron by this mechanism is more likely than that
of a long intron. If the initiating event is not a complete
reversal of splicing, but only a reversal of the second
step, then the target-site preferences may be subtly dif-
ferent from the preferences for the complete reaction.
If such predictions can be tested using modern com-
putational analyses and further experiments, the mech-
anism of evolutionary intron gain may be, at long last,
within our grasp.
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Figure 2. Models of intron gain at AG|GT
sites.
An unsplit gene is shown at the left,
divided into colored blocks to highlight
preferred and non-preferred sites.
(A) In the ‘preferential reassignment
model’, an exonic GT…AG sequence in
the preferred context is recognized by the
splicing machinery as an intron. (B) In the
‘preferential retention model’, natural
selection eliminates randomly inserted
introns that lack the favorable context. 
(C) In the ‘targeted insertion model’,
introns insert preferentially at AG|GT sites.
Models (B) and (C) generate a pattern in
which exogenous sequences are inserted
at preferred sites. (D) Duplication of an
AGGT-containing exonic segment creates
a distinctive pattern in which introns
added in preferred contexts are duplicate
copies of flanking sequences.
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